66.1h Yaruwinga *** Lake Nash area ('RLS'); along N.T-Q. border, W. of Lania territory (from Breen's map)

Jaroinga (T, AC, O'G, 'RLS', orig. AIAS), Yaroinga (SAW, Crawley, Petri, Hamlyn-Harris), Yaro-inga (R), Yorrowinga (RHM), Juruwinga (GB, AIAS)

No further information except that Breen says phonetically the language name is Juruwinga.

66.2 Lower Aranda * Dalhousie area, S.A. (KH)

Hale suggests Lower Aranda split from Upper Aranda about the same time as the Upper Aranda dialects differentiated (all have roughly the same cognate count).